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Taking sociological and psychological functions of humor seriously, this chapter explores the cultural 
psychology of political cartoon in contemporary Egypt. Political cartoon is approached as a form of 
art and resistance, in which the artists speak for a ‘cherished community’. In a political system that 
aspires to democratic ideals, but bears features of an authoritarian system, political cartoonists 
assume the role of activists. By analyzing what they are fighting for (the constitution), whom they 
are fighting for (the citizen), and how they picture themselves (as inseparable from their subject 
matter), we arrive at a view of Egyptian cartoonists as socio-psychoanalysts, who link past, present 
and potential futures, share in the pain of their cherished community, and transform it, if only for a 





Humor played a powerful role in the Egyptian, or Laughing, Revolution of 2011 (Salem, 2012). Shared 
and expressed in manifold ways, it flipped the balance of power on the street, and helped sustain 
the spirit of resistance in Tahrir Square (Helmy and Frerichs, 2013). Outside the Square, the spirit of 
the Revolution was spread by word-of-mouth, public, and social media. Political cartoonists 
sharpened their pencils to comment on the course of events, which included three televised 
speeches by then-President Hosni Mubarak,1 who had ruled the country for almost thirty years. In 
these announcements, Mubarak turned to his “fellow citizens” and, especially, the rebelling youth, 
speaking as a “father to his sons and daughters”. But he did not say what they were longing to hear. 
Couched in much constitutional rhetoric, the president’s speeches basically contained three 
messages: i) that he considered the ongoing protests not an expression of democracy but a security 
threat; ii) that a potential transfer of power would not take place before the next presidential 
elections; and iii) that he, who had dedicated his life to serve Egypt, would “not separate from its 
soil until buried underneath”. The people in the Square, and their sympathizers all over the country, 
who unmistakably requested Mubarak to leave immediately, received the political arrogance and 
constitutional hypocrisy of his messages with a mixture of anger and despair, which resolved into 
ridicule. This is well illustrated in a cartoon published in Al-Masry Al-Youm, a privately owned 
newspaper, at the peak of the Revolution – a few days before the president had to resign, see the 
cartoon by Seleem (2011).2 It shows a group of Egyptians, including a small dog, who cannot stop 
                                                        
1For dubbed versions of the videos see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DtOr6BBOHg (first speech, 28 January 
2011); https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nz5ZkO2jb4s (second speech, 2 February 2011); 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CS7RBGvKyyM (third speech, l0 February 201 1). 
2Cartoon dated 8.2.2011 on http://arabcartoon.net/en/gallery/egyptian-revolution-arab-cartoons; caption translation, 
from right (the dog) to left (the girl): “Haa haay…Until the last breath hahahaay…Until the last beat of my heart, ha 
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laughing at the president’s hilarious second speech, which, for them, only added to the caricature 
of a constitutional democracy. 
 
Writing in 1971, Marsot underlines the importance of political cartoon in Egypt (Marsot, 1971, p. 
15). Political cartoon is deeply connected with the Egyptian national character, and, in a post-
Revolution Egypt where government censorship is relatively impotent, the art form is now showing 
an outburst of novel explorations, in print, internet media, and on the street. In this chapter, we 
study political cartoon as a form of art and resistance, in which cartoonists speak for their ‘cherished 
community’ (Press, 1981). In Arabic, the job of the caricaturist consists of tankeet, which 
etymologically connects the symbolical activity of ‘joking’ or ‘criticizing’ with the much more physical 
activity of hammering or upsetting; figuratively, of ‘poking’ sensitive zones with many insolent and 
intrusive fingers. Taking sociological and psychological aspects seriously, this chapter explores the 
cultural psychology of Egyptian political cartoon. 
 
 
Analytical frameworks for political cartoon: A literature review 
 
The social function of political humor is much discussed in the literature, with different accounts 
complementing and contradicting each other. One popular idea is that political humor acts as a 
‘safety valve’, relieving the stress of living a life complicated by political intrigue, a coping strategy 
(Marsot, 1971; Press, 1981; Aguilar, 1997). Another idea is that ridiculing figures of power takes 
them down a notch or two, thus making them less terrifying, and simultaneously acting as a check 
on their behavior (Press, 1981; Eko, 2007). Others downplay the effect of political cartoons on the 
public, as a group separate from cartoonists and editors, and suggest that cartoons largely re-affirm 
opinions already present in society, or otherwise have little effect (Kemnitz, 1973; Bormann et al., 
1978; Gamson and Stuart, 1992; Manning and Phiddian, 2004). At times, political cartoons may also 
simply convey the message, “…That’s life,’ or perhaps ‘Brace yourself,’ or ‘Get ready for trouble,’ or 
some other bit of comment suitable for passengers on a plane that is possibly, but maybe not, on its 
way to a crash landing…” (Press, 1981, pp. 67). Like the metaphor of ‘sword and shield’ suggests 
(Helmy and Frerichs, 2013), political humor can be positive and affectionate (Coupe, 1969, p. 89), or 
negative and aggressive (Alba, 1967, pp. 121-122; Bostdorff, 1987, p. 46). It can sway between 
confirmation and negation of the political system in place (Press, 1981), between art which is simply 
to be looked at (Topolski, 1943), and propaganda whose purpose it is to indoctrinate (Schwoerer, 
1977; Press, 1981; Boime, 1988; Demm, 1993; Huxley, 2006). As a rhetorical form that draws on the 
“…available cultural consciousness…” (Medhurst and Desousa, 1981, p. 219), political cartoon may, 
in theory, exploit and eventually perpetuate stereotypes, which could reinforce the status quo 
instead of serving change and resistance. 
 
Various studies highlight the cultural significance of political humor in Egypt, and in the Arab world 
more generally (Crabbs, 1975; Kishtainy, 1985; Booth, 1992; Shehata, 1992; Helmy and Frerichs, 
2013). In her genealogy of Egyptian political cartoon, Marsot argues: “…Humour may be a universal 
trait, but its content and practice vary from place to place depending on history and tradition…” 
(Marsot, 1971, p. 3). One could expect that the study of political cartoons would therefore have a 
strong cultural and comparative bent. However, the analytical frameworks used often disregard the 
cultural and historical context from which political cartoons emerge. 
 
                                                        
ha ha, oh my heart…the parliament is master of its decision hohoho…Gamal is the driver of modernization, haha, 
my heart will stop from laughter…” 
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A sociological approach that is saturated with context is proposed by Streicher (1967). A ‘theory of 
caricature’ would consist of the following elements: (i) the general nature of political caricature and 
its relation to nations, personalities, and social structures; (ii) the caricaturist, his or her personal 
background, publics, and sponsors; (iii) publishers and their relation to power, propaganda, and the 
caricaturist; and (iv) the appeal of political caricature and its impact on the publics (Streicher, 1967, 
pp. 444-445). Inasmuch as this includes “…consideration of the kind of social structure and the 
historical epoch within which caricature emerges and has a place...” (p. 431), we can speak of a 
‘structuralist’ approach. This sharply contrasts with the invisibilization of the cartoonist and his or 
her publics in much contemporary work, which can be considered ‘post-structuralist’ instead. 
 
In contemporary literary theory, it is common to distinguish between author, reader, and text, each 
of which may have different ‘intentions’ guiding interpretation (Eco, 1991, p. 145). Applying this 
approach to political cartoons, Diamond (2002, pp. 253), distinguishes three ‘hermeneutical’ 
strategies, namely: (i) author-oriented, “…analyses of the cartoonist and his or her historical 
context…”; (ii) reader-oriented, “…sociological and public opinion analyses of cartoon readers…”; 
and (iii) text-oriented, “…semiotic analysis of the text itself…”. It is suggested that these are 
alternative analytical frameworks each of which “…leads the study of political cartoons in a different 
direction…” (Diamond, 2002, pp. 270). Such an approach fragments the psychological, sociological, 
and historical contexts in which the cartoon is embedded. Applying a ‘text-oriented’ approach to 
post-September 11 political cartoon, Diamond (2002) eventually lumped together cartoons from 
Egyptian, Saudi Arabian, Pakistani, and Iranian sources, as emanating from the ‘Arab/Muslim world’. 
These four countries have hugely different histories and power structures. Indeed, two of the four 
countries studied are not ‘Arab’, and differences in a ‘Muslim’ identity between the countries are not 
subtle. To us, it seems that disregarding the situatedness of political cartoon allows for (Western) 
academics to impose their own readings and categorizations on the ‘text’. 
 
Similar shortcomings can be found in studies of political cartoons as ‘rhetorical form’ (Medhurst and 
Desousa, 1981), ‘visual rhetoric’ (Morris, 1993) or ‘visual news discourse’ (Greenberg, 2002). 
Medhurst and Desousa’s (1981) argument is that political cartoons share core elements of oral 
persuasion, which is combined with techniques specific to graphic persuasion, such as “…the use of 
line and form to create tone and mood; the relative size of objects within the frame; the exaggeration 
or amplification of physionomical [sic] features (caricature, in the narrow sense)…” and so on 
(Medhurst and Desousa, 1981, p. 212). Even though this approach is refreshing and artistically 
thorough, it is obviously de-contextualized. 
 
Morris (1993) takes a more sociological approach, in which he distinguishes four rhetoric imperatives: 
pouvoir (practical knowledge), savoir (intellectual knowledge), devoir (political knowledge), and 
vouloir (emotional knowledge). He suggests that political cartoon can be analyzed based on whether 
knowledge vs. desire acts as base for action, and whether the observer is part of vs. detached from 
the group being studied (Morris, 1993, pp. 198-199). While this classification scheme is interested 
in the cartoonist’s role and message vis-à-vis his or her readership, its focus is still on rhetorical 
techniques. Building on this approach, Greenberg’s study likewise remains a “...primarily textualist 
analysis of cartoon discourse…”, its sociological framing notwithstanding (Greenberg 2002, p. 195). 
 
The structural and cultural link between authors, or artists, and readers and viewers, is preserved in 
Press’ (1981) theory of political cartoon, which we take as a starting point to develop our own 
approach. According to Press, cartoonists act as communicators between the governors and the 
governed, and for whom the question of how a cherished community is being treated is of major 
importance: a “…community of fellow spirits that they value…” (Press, 1981, pp. 58). Press uses an 
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analytical scheme in which the artist’s purpose, or projecting mood, in creating a cartoon falls into 
three categories: descriptive, laughing satirical, or destructive satirical. A descriptive cartoon is a 
representation of a perceived reality, which is simply saying “…the way it is…” (Press, 1981, pp. 75). 
The main variable, such as political campaigning or corruption, cannot be changed. A cartoon that is 
laughing satirical, presents an incongruity between real and ideal in a humorous and playful manner. 
The caricaturist accepts the legitimacy of those criticized; however, if the cherished group is attacked, 
“…bitterness creeps in…” (Press, 1981, pp. 79). In contrast, destructive satirical cartoons present the 
incongruity between real and ideal in a manner that projects hatred and loathing. The enemies of 
the cherished group are depicted as “…monsters…creatures (that) are not human and should not be 
allowed to exist…”, and the hate towards them “…shines through…” the cartoon (Press, 1981, pp. 
76). If governors, then they are without legitimacy. There is little “…hope for redemption…” or 
collective resistance (Press, 1981, pp. 77). The polar opposite of such cartoons, glorifying or 
idealizing propagandistic cartoons, also fall in the destructive satirical category. 
 
In order to classify cartoons along this scheme, three questions have to be asked of the cartoonist’s 
representation, or caricature, of reality: (i) Is the ruling system regarded as legitimate or illegitimate?; 
(ii) What are the methods seen as required to bring about change? and (iii) What are the goals for 
the cherished group? Methods to bring about change range from legal and democratic means to 
violence and rebellion. Goals for the cherished group can either be maintenance of the status quo 
and moderate change (if the system is regarded as legitimate), or radical change (if the system is 
regarded as illegitimate). Applying this scheme to his material, which includes 19th and 20th century 
cartoons from the United States, Britain, France, Germany and a number of other countries, Press 
observes that, in democratic societies, cartoons mostly fall into the laughing satirical and descriptive 
categories. As an ideal type, the Democratic Cartoon Critic generally supports the current 
distribution of power, or does not expect change for the better. The legitimacy of the system is largely 
acknowledged. The cartoons are a means of peaceful change. In contrast, the Totalitarian Cartoon 
Critic, who lives and works in a totalitarian system, often produces propaganda. This can be negative, 
and directed against a group, such as ‘the horrible Jew’, an enemy which must be eliminated by any 
means, or, in a milder form, against the lazy people and drunkards of society as the root of local evil. 
Positive propaganda may portray a person, party, ideology, or race as ‘harbingers of light’. 
 
Located between democratic and totalitarian regime types, authoritarian systems seem to be the 
most active arena for a cartoonist. According to Press, it is here that “…political cartoon reaches its 
full glory…” (Press, 1981, pp. 54). Authoritarian leaders govern by repressive means, but they “…no 
longer (have) complete control over the critics…”, which nurtures resistance (Press, 1981, p. 54). 
According to Press, the Authoritarian Cartoon Critic has little or no regard for “…[t]he 
Establishment’s moral legitimacy…”, and therefore often resorts to destructive satire. Aiming for 
radical change for his or her cherished group, the artist assumes, through his or her cartoons, the 
role of an activist. 
 
 




The question of legitimacy, which is highlighted in Press’ classification scheme, is obviously salient 
on Egypt’s way to a constitutional democracy. As a form of government, democracy enjoyed 
outstanding support in Egypt long before Mubarak was toppled (Inglehart 2007; Osman and el Masry 
2010). If the 2011 Revolution marked the beginning of a transition, rewriting the constitution (and 
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living up to it) is key. The first constitutional movement in Egypt dates back to the second half of the 
nineteenth century, when Khedive Ismail sought domestic support against foreign influence 
(Vatikiotis, 1980, ch. 7). The first liberal constitution, which was adopted in 1923, established a 
constitutional monarchy under British occupation. The 1952 Revolution brought both Egyptian 
monarchy and British occupation to an end. The modern Republic of Egypt was first established 
under socialist premises, but later aligned with the principles of economic liberalism. This is reflected 
in constitutional developments: from the 1956 Constitution under Nasser, to the 1971 Constitution 
under Sadat, and its amendments under Mubarak. 
 
Since “…Sadat publicly committed to the ‘rule of law’ in a highly dramatic fashion…” (Shalakany, 
2006, p. 849), repressive policies were concealed by constitutional rhetoric (Moustafa, 2007, p. 198). 
With the perpetuation of emergency law, the state of political freedoms remained precarious 
(Khafagy et al., 2008, 90). The Supreme Constitutional Court, which was formally established by the 
1971 Constitution, slowly gained power over time, albeit its “bounded activism” would not touch on 
the state’s security interests (Moustafa, 2007, p. 232). However, the genie of constitutionalism was 
outside the bottle. El-Ghobashy quotes a lawyer saying that the 1971 Constitution was “…a joke that 
turned serious…” (El-Ghobashy, 2008, p. 1598): by the 1990s, activists had started to exploit the 
constitution’s ambiguities in litigation against state officials, while intellectuals were discussing far-
reaching constitutional reforms. With the 2005 and 2007 constitutional amendments, which allowed 
more than one candidate to run for presidency, but which also compromised the judicial supervision 
of elections, constitutional awareness heightened in the wider public as well. The supervision of 
elections by independent judges had long been a bone of constitutional contention in Egypt (Brown 
and Nasr, 2005; Meital, 2006; Moustafa, 2007; El-Ghobashy, 2010). The issue came up again ahead 
of the 2010 parliamentary and 2011 presidential elections. The constitutional game is depicted in a 
cartoon published in Al-Masry Al-Youm in March 2010, see the cartoon by Hasanain (2010).3 What 
the judges must do, is to use their heads to keep the constitution/football up in the air, knowing that 
what really is at stake is to keep Mubarak and his son in power. 
 
Constitutional contention culminated in the 2011 Revolution, and continued after. The Supreme 
Council of the Armed Forces suspended the 1971 Constitution and issued the Constitutional 
Declaration of 2011, which was put to a popular referendum in March 2011. The purpose of this 
document was to set the framework for parliamentary and presidential elections. This was done, on 
short notice, by amending the old constitution. A cartoon published in Al-Dostoor, an oppositional 
newspaper, depicts what the Egyptian people were called to vote upon as a very unattractive, 
yellowed, patched and cobwebbed constitution (Houssien, 2011). The question of how (this should 
work) is vocalized by the Egyptian singer Mohamed Mounir, whose song “How?” had become ‘the 
anthem of the Revolution’.4 
 
The constitutional declaration, which was only devised for a transition period, stipulated that after 
the parliamentary elections, the new parliament would set up a drafting committee for a new 
constitution, which would then be permanent. As it happened, the first parliament was dominated 
by Islamist forces (Muslim Brotherhood and Salafi), who then also controlled the constituent 
assembly elected in March 2012. In response, cartoons in Al-Masry Al-Youm represent the writing 
of the constitution by a solitary pencil with eyes, nose, mouth, and a large beard (El-Adl, 2012a), or 
                                                        
3https://www.almasryalyoum.com/caricatures/details/2398; Two judges, wearing the Green Sashes of Judiciary Honor, 
are head-butting a football to each other. On the air-borne football is written ‘The Constitution’. The caption reads 
‘Professionals playing with the Constitution of Egypt’. 
4For a recording of the song, see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V01Dl9w6kw8; for a translation of the lyrics, 
see: http://www.shira.net/music/lyrics/ezzai.htm 
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by an oversized bearded man, who is sitting at a table with a pen and whose huge behind is spilling 
over all the chairs provided for the drafting committee (El-Adl, 2012b). In April 2012, the constituent 
assembly was ruled unconstitutional, and a new one elected. After Muslim Brotherhood-candidate 
Mohamed Morsi had won the highly polarized presidential elections of June 2012, the constituent 
assembly proceeded to draft a new constitution that would fortify his position. Hence, Islamist 
dominance became an issue again, and the representatives of liberal secular groups and religious 
minorities left the committee in protest. The one-sidedness of the consultations was reflected in the 
final document, which was put to a referendum in December 2012. Under the caption ‘Withdrawal 
of civilian factions from the committee forming the Constitution’, a cartoon published in November 
2012 shows the lower part of a book torn in half, with a perky citizen pointing out, ‘That way, what’s 
left of the constitution is its bottom half only’. In colloquial terms, the Egyptians had to contend 
themselves with the arse of a Constitution, see the cartoon by Andeel, 2012.5 
 
The Muslim Brotherhood-led regime was short-lived. Massive protests and military support forced 
Morsi to leave his post one year after he had taken office. The 2012 Constitution was suspended and 
replaced, half a year later, by the 2014 Constitution, which is still in force today. As opposed to the 
2012 Constitution, cartoons in Al-Masry Al-Youm do not question the coming-into-existence of the 
2014 Constitution but focus on its implementation. In contrast to the amended 1971 Constitution, 
the judicial supervision of election is now guaranteed. However, the election law adopted for the 
first presidential elections, which the former Chief of the Egyptian Armed Forces, Abdel Fattah El-
Sissi, won with a large majority, foresaw that decisions of the Presidential Election Commission, the 
judicial body in charge of overseeing the whole electoral process, could not be challenged before a 
court. Opinions were split as to whether this was in line with the constitution, since the electoral 
committee itself was a judicial body, or against it, because no administrative act should be exempt 
from judicial review (International Foundation for Electoral Systems, 2014, p. 4). A cartoon published 
in March 2014, right after the presidential election law was adopted, illustrates the critics’ position 
on the ‘immunization’ of the Presidential Election Commission. It depicts a knowledgeable citizen 
(with white collars and glasses) throwing the constitution expressively and artistically (in high arc 
backwards over his shoulder) into the rubbish bin (Anwar 2014). Another cartoon published in July 
2015 sums up the shortcomings in the implementation of the 2014 Constitution, which is personified 
as a distraught patient lying on a chaise-lounge in a typical psychiatrist setting, see the cartoon by 
Anwar (2015). The constitution complains to the doctor, ‘It’s like, doctor, I have a problem…I feel I’m 
not taken seriously…I feel useless…and the comers and goers keep slapping me around…’.6 
 
Is the ruling system regarded as legitimate or illegitimate? The message of the cartoons seems to be 
that the legitimacy of any new regime is contingent on the quality of the constitutional process. 
What the cartoonists demand, in the name of their cherished group, is an inclusive and effective 
constitution. In this sense, they are constitutionalists. How this goal is to be attained is not obvious. 
The chosen imagery best qualifies as laughing satirical, a category which Press considered typical of 
democratic systems, the workings of which are generally regarded as legitimate. Since this cannot 
be taken for granted in Egypt, as illustrated by the above cartoons, they ultimately escape Press’ 
logic. One could say that Egyptian cartoonists have adopted the style of Democratic Cartoon Critics 
like many of their Western counterparts, while the ruling system in Egypt still has authoritarian traits. 
On the other hand, it is under these very conditions that the artists also turn into activists, whose 
                                                        
5 https://www.almasryalyoum.com/caricatures/details/321; Text at top: ‘Withdrawal of civilian factions from 
constitution-forming committee.’ Bubble, man saying: “That way, what’s left is its bottom half only!” 
6https://www.almasryalyoum.com/caricatures/details/9046; The red book, ‘Constitution of 2014’, is saying: “It’s like, 
doctor, I have a problem…I feel I’m not taken seriously…I feel useless…and the comers and goers keep slapping me 
around…” 
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job it is to nurture the spirit of solidarity and resistance. Yet in order to qualify as Authoritarian 
Cartoon Critics, in Press’ understanding, the work of the Egyptian political cartoonists under scrutiny 






This impression is confirmed by a series of more complex cartoons, which we selected because they 
approach the question of legitimacy from the perspective of the cartoonist as an activist. 
Interestingly, in some cases, the cartoonist includes him- or herself as a character in the picture. We 
do not know how common it is for artists elsewhere to draw themselves into the picture. But we do 
think that this feature helps us to understand the relation that the Egyptian cartoonist has to his or 
her readers, and life in general. 
 
The history of Egyptian political humor (Helmy and Frerichs, 2013) can be condensed in the legacy 
of Salah Jaheen (1930-1986), who was the prototype of an artist: poet, song-writer, playwright, actor, 
and cartoonist. The importance of his work, and the intimate relationship Egyptians have with 
cartoon, is emphasized by Jaheen’s contemporary, Marsot: “…a large majority of al-Ahram's readers 
turn to the inner page to glance at Salah Jaheen’s cartoon before they even look at the front, for his 
cartoon is not only funny, but is ‘news in brief’ and gives the gist of what preoccupied people most…” 
(Marsot, 1971, p. 14). Jaheen was a staunch Nasserian, and nationalistic while trying to find a place 
for Egypt in the international community. He was fearless in his condemnation of the national state 
of affairs, while retaining respect for the leader. Thirty years after his death, he is a cultural symbol 
very much alive in the hearts of Egyptians young and old, idolized and revered. 
 
Jaheen was big. In his oeuvre, his obesity was a recurring theme. When asked in a radio interview 
(Abu Zeid, year unknown) to comment on ‘Salah Jaheen’, he said, “I did not digest that question.”, 
and when asked why, he replied, “It has too much fat.” In the same interview, when asked who the 
greatest cartoonist was, Jaheen replied: “Indeed, when I look in the mirror, I know that the greatest 
cartoonist is God.” In one cartoon, he draws a massive and rotund form of himself, next to a tiny car, 
arms raised, thanking God for not being appointed Minister, otherwise, how would he have managed 
to stuff himself into the small cars Ministers are seen to be driven in? (Jaheen, 1978). One legacy 
Jaheen has passed on to younger generations of cartoonists is this necessity for the cartoonist to 
hold up a mirror to him or herself, and question one’s own identity in Egyptian and international 
society. 
 
Mostafa Houssien (1935-2014) was only slightly younger than Jaheen but became much older. He 
published thousands of cartoons in books, magazines, and newspapers, namely ones controlled by 
the State, which is why some of his work seems to assume propagandistic quality. However, Houssien 
was far from uncritical. Working with satirical writer Ahmad Ragab, they chronicled political life in 
Egypt fairly accurately, through characters, such as The Eloquent Fellah, who sat at the dangling feet 
of the short and stumpy Atef Beck (Atef Ebeid, long-serving Head of Parliament during Mubarak), 
and made clever quips in reply to Atef Beck’s corrupt policies which he pushed through Parliament, 
as well as Kamboora of the Parliament, a scoundrel and roué through-and-through, who navigated 
political life through bribery, shady deals, sex and drug scandals, and so on, through the Mubarak 
era. Mubarak and his family, of course, were off-limits. A day after Mubarak was ousted, Houssien 
drew himself into a cartoon, where, as an anchorman, he calls on the people to stay sane in times 
of extreme agitation, not an easy task in the post-revolutionary information war (Houssien, 2011). 
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Amr Seleem, a contemporary Egyptian cartoonist, can already be regarded as a ‘veteran’. In many 
ways, Seleem is similar to Jaheen. In style, both give the impression of something hurried. In political 
terms, both lean to the left, while strongly supporting national unity. Having started publishing in 
the oppositional Al-Dostoor in 2005, Seleem had a great share in presenting Mubarak as a comic 
character: “We started drawing him from the back, and bit-by-bit we turned him around, until 
making a cartoon of him became the norm. Then we drew his sons, Gamal and Alaa.” (Andeel and 
Elwakil, 2013). Also El-Sissi is made fun of many times, and in naughty fashion, proving expectations 
to the contrary (Kingsley, 2014) wrong. That the current president is not exempt from mockery and 
criticism is well illustrated by a cartoon published in August 2016, in which Seleem draws himself as 
the cartoonist that he is. The cartoon shows an encounter between El-Sissi and Seleem. The 
president had recently met the staff of State newspapers only. In the cartoon, meeting Seleem, El-
Sissi states, in a paradoxical manner, that he does not see the representatives of private newspapers 
(Seleem, 2016c). 
 
Doa El-Adl, a female artist, likewise acknowledges strong influence by Jaheen (El-Karmouty, 2014). 
Her cartoons are often full of detail, and one must take time to look at them carefully, to appreciate 
a kind of humor which builds up slowly. With many of her cartoons, one is left with a feeling of 
unease, as if something has been left unresolved, unapprehended. Unapologetically feminist, some 
of her work is openly mocking of the local and international phallic society in which we live. El-Adl 
frequently draws herself into her cartoons as a little girl, DoDo, who views the insanity of the world 
in wonder, or receives general idiomatic advice from her father regarding the tumultuous state of 
affairs. 
 
In some of her cartoons, female characters have an accentuated role. In December 2012, a group of 
women in Tahrir Square cut their hair in protest against the adoption of the 2012 Constitution, which 
would not sufficiently protect their rights. Commenting on this event, El-Adl published a cartoon 
that shows Pharaoh Akhnaton’s daughter in the original act of protest, cutting her plait, which forms 
the Arabic word for ‘No’ (El-Adl, 2012b). 
 
The female ‘No’ is central also in a cartoon featuring Sheherazade, the protagonist of One Thousand 
and One Nights. In the original tale, Sheherazade cured the betrayal-crazed Sultan Shahryar, who 
had married a virgin every day, only to kill her after the first night, by telling him spellbinding stories, 
which do not end when the cock has crowed, and need be continued on the next evening. After one 
thousand nights, Sheherazade has run out of stories, but won the love of the Sultan. 
 
In El-Adl’s cartoon (2011),7 a modern Sheherazade, sitting at her desk, writes ‘No…No’. A large black 
slave holds a huge sword over her head, which is labeled ‘Military courts’. Speaking on the phone, 
as if to a friend, she says, ‘I don’t know why I feel Shahryar is not dead’. A suited arm coming in from 
the edge of the cartoon indicates to the slave to cut down. The modern Sheherazade, with her lamp 
and teacup, contrasts sharply with the archaic slave. The imagery of the cartoon is carefully balanced 
between ‘civilized’ and ‘barbaric’, projecting a conflicting mood of imminent death and casual regard 
for the facts of life. 
 
In this cartoon, El-Adl turns the original tale on its head by assuming Shahryar must have died. It is 
as if Sheherazade has progressed, and now understands that her role (as a female?) is not to tame 
and win the love of Shahryar, but rather have him dead. While the modern Sheherazade may want 
                                                        
7http://www.almasryalyoum.com/caricatures/details/4528; On the sword: ‘Military Courts’; writing on paper: ‘No…No’; 
Sheherazade is saying: “I don’t know why I feel Shahryar is not dead.” 
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to believe that the time of gruesome Sultans is over, she rightfully suspects differently. Turning to 
Press’ questions: Is the ruling system regarded as legitimate? It is out of question that military courts, 
which are ‘justified’ by a state of emergency, are incompatible with constitutional democracy. 
Nevertheless, the modern Sheherazade responds in a calm and collected manner. There is no 
suggestion that she should attack the slave. Her protest is civilized, in writing. What are the goals for 
the cherished group? What are the means to attain them? The cartoon acknowledges the presence 
of an unseen commander we thought was dead, but feel is still alive. There might be hope – but it is 





A recurrent theme in Seleem’s work is the confusion of the normal citizen, who has to cope with the 
ambiguities of the transition process, and for whom it is, indeed, hard to stay sane in the crossfire 
of information, conjectures about political developments and events, and difficult conditions. A 
simple, but powerful illustration of the citizen’s predicament is Seleem’s comment on how to assess 
the ‘achievement’ of the New Suez Canal (Seleem, 2015). It shows an Egyptian citizen, bare-footed 
and wearing a patched shirt, caught between two groups of opinion leaders – representatives of the 
government including Al-Azhar on the left, Muslim Brotherhood and Salafis on the right – who try 
to infuse him with opposite opinions about the New Suez Canal: whether it is ‘Equivalent to the 
construction of the Great Pyramid of Giza’, a comment from the left, or ‘Like my mother’s washing 
basin’, a comment from the right. The fact that all the statements included in the cartoon were 
actually made (Abdel-Aal, 2015; Mehwar, 2015), shows that the artist really only condenses reality: 
reducing it to absurdity. The poor citizen is left confused, puzzled and alarmed. 
 
The risk of insanity only mounts in matters deliberately obfuscated in media. Another cartoon by 
Seleem (Seleem, 2016a) shows two citizens in grey suits walking about their business with their 
heads in newspapers; one headline reads ‘The Russian airplane incident’ (referring to the 2015 crash 
over Sinai, presumably caused by a bomb), the other reads, ‘The Italian young man incident’ 
(referring to discovery of the mutilated body of a PhD student, presumably involved in underground 
activities). In the middle, it depicts a fellah (peasant) with his family, who have travelled from the 
countryside into the urban domain, apparently to get some paperwork done. In his hand, he carries 
a document with ‘The Truth’ written on it. With shocking levels of illiteracy in Egypt, it is not 
uncommon for an Egyptian citizen from rural areas to ask for directions by presenting the document 
he wishes to process, in this case, to a member of the police in charge of traffic. The policeman is 
saying to the fellah, “Did they tell you in Egypt?” The expression, ‘Did they tell you in so-and-so?’ is 
a turn of phrase used when responding to someone asking for directions, who was obviously misled. 
This is a polite but not very subtle way of informing the questioner that they are indeed quite lost 
and significantly far away from where they wish to be. Forming part of the cartoonist’s cherished 
group, the fellah and his family are in desperate need of finding the truth, but they are informed by 
the authorities, in a lapidary way, that the truth is not in Egypt. 
 
Other cartoons by Seleem show how the citizens might feel about the outcome of the protests and 
the regime change five years after the 2011 Revolution. This includes the experienced weakness of 
the rule of law, which the Egyptian people had put so much faith in, such as the failure of the legal 
system to effectively take Mubarak & Co. to justice for the crimes they committed during their time 
in office. A cartoon by Seleem (Seleem, 2016b) shows a citizen in patched clothes holding a 
newspaper, with the headline, ‘Court ruling on Presidential palaces does not return money 
embezzled outside Egypt’. This news makes the citizen crack into an insane kind of laughter: ‘And 
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they told us let’s avoid revolutionary courts, so that we would be able to bring back (from outside) 
the looted money…and after that…ha HA HAA’. The argument had been that the cooperation of 
foreign banks could only be ensured in ordinary legal proceedings. The message of the cartoon is 
accentuated by a small and cute dog in the corner of the cartoon, lifting his leg and urinating. 
 
What to do about this insanity? In a cartoon published on and dated in the picture 24 January 2016 
(Seleem, 2016d), the day before the fifth anniversary of the 2011 Revolution, a citizen has turned to 
a psychiatrist. Stretched out on the chaise-longue, he confesses to the doctor that he simply does 
not know what to feel about the imminent anniversary: should he be happy or scared? 
 
The challenge posed by Press’ classification scheme was, first, to determine if the cartoonist regards 
the ruling system as legitimate or not, and, second, what goals the cartoonist has for his or her 
cherished group, be it radical change, moderate change, or maintenance of the status quo, and 
relatedly, what methods he or she considers suitable to bring about change, ranging from force and 
intimidation to formal procedure. In our material we find that; (i) The legitimacy of governors has 
constantly and severely been questioned in contemporary Egyptian political cartoon, certainly since 
2010, and continuing to the present day; (ii) No hate or loathing is expressed in the phenotype of 
the cartoons, so they do not qualify as destructive satirical, as would be typical of Authoritarian 
Cartoon Critics. At the same time, the messages of the cartoons are piercing and scathing enough to 
disqualify them from being purely descriptive or merely ‘joshing’, which is supportive of the status 
quo, as in the case of Democratic Cartoon Critics; and (iii) Methods and goals are neither absent 
from the cartoons, nor overtly obvious. Inasmuch as the cartoons question the legitimacy of old and 
new governors, undermine their threatening aura, and keep up the spirit of solidarity and resistance 
among the cherished group, goals and methods intersect. 
 
The fact that contemporary Egyptian political cartoon remains elusive to Press’ universalist 
classification scheme tells us as much about the distinctive quality of the cartoons as about the 
inherent limits of the classification scheme. We sit and stare at the cartoons, and cannot think what 
exactly (or vaguely) it is the cartoonist wants to change, and how he or she is proposing we change 
it. We step back and try to understand why Egyptians are drawing cartoons, arguably, since they first 
started drawing anything at all, a very long time ago (Marsot, 1971). Were the cartoons meant to 
change anything? Have they? They must be meant for something, or they would not occupy the 
exalted position in Egyptian society they do now. What are Egyptian cartoonists doing? What is the 
poking, hammering, criticizing, upsetting, messing up, castigating, upbraiding, and ridiculing, 
implied in the form of tankeet, for? We have seen how this activity of literally pummeling the 
object/subject cannot be captured by any theory of political cartoon present in the literature. The 
analytical frameworks that we found are preoccupied with the text or the context, they classify and 
dissect, measure and generalize, but they cannot make sense of what Egyptian political cartoon is 
all about. We are in a position where “…the axiomatic basis of…” political cartoon analysis has 
become “…worn out due to the misfit of its basic assumptions with the nature of the phenomena 
under study…” and so “…a major overhaul in the methodological domain of that science is in order…” 
(Valsiner, 2007, p. 359). 
 
 
An alternative approach: Egyptian cartoonists as socio-psychoanalysts 
 
The fact that Jaheen and his followers appear as characters in their own cartoons can be understood 
in a more profound way than simply making fun of themselves. A cultural-psychological approach to 
political cartoon analysis would emphasize “…the inseparability of the person and the social 
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environment…” (Valsiner, 2007, p. 342), which addresses one of the major shortcomings of 
conventional political cartoon analysis: its failure to grasp the inherent relatedness of the governors 
and the governed, the artists and their publics, which are usually analyzed as discrete groups or 
individuals, with different interests and intentions. In contrast, a cultural-psychological approach 
reifies the border between ‘Me’ (cartoonist) and ‘not-Me’ (reader, cherished group, centers of power, 
the world), which can better be understood as an “…area of tension…”, of negotiation and 
interaction (De Luca Picione and Freda, 2016, p. 33). 
 
Viewed through the lens of cultural psychology, contemporary Egyptian cartoonists are insightful 
observers of the here-and-now, integrators of past and present signs and pattern-recognizers, as 
much as they are players, actors, and unique individuals in unique times. The legacy passed onto 
them by Jaheen and others preceding him is to tirelessly ask, in the same breath, ‘Who are you (the 
governor)?’ and ‘Who am I (the governed)?’ and ‘What is going on between us?’ As participant 
observers, Egyptian cartoonists seem to sit well on the blurry lines between Self and Non-Self, or 
psychic and social reality. In practice, a cultural-psychological approach to political cartoon analysis 
requires immersing oneself in a field of cartoons, and the conditions in which they emerge, rather 
than the node of one cartoonist, one period of time, one subject matter, and so on. This obviously 
goes against a classification of cartoons according to “…the European, classical logic mindset that 
researchers have superimposed onto people from other cultural contexts…”, and which easily loses 
sight of the complex phenomenon under study (Valsiner, 2007, p. 155). 
 
Moreover, through the lens of cultural psychology, political cartoon is less about the communication 
of a concrete message, and more about creating fields of meaning, which are affective in nature: 
“…We make sense of our relations with the world, and of the world itself, through our feelings that 
are themselves culturally organized through the creation and use of signs…” (Valsiner, 2007, p. 301). 
As semiotic constructions, political cartoons always remain ambiguous, navigating the boundaries 
“…between Me and the not-Me, between inside and outside, between before and after…” (De Luca 
Picione and Freda, 2016, p. 33). The concepts or values that are invoked are not discrete, measurable 
entities but form part of a dynamic, nebulous, and irrational Gestalt, which can only be perceived 
and understood as a whole. Albeit they are produced for the moment, the meaning of political 
cartoons is negotiated between a past which is constantly being reconstructed, a future which is 
highly uncertain, and a present which is alive with daily events of import. 
 
As a second inventory of ideas, we find overlap and congruence of such views of political cartoon in 
depth psychology. In his work on The Political Psyche, Samuels highlights the parallels between (real?) 
democracy and psychotherapy: “…The political tasks of modern democracy are similar to the 
psychological tasks of modern therapy and analysis. In both areas, there is a fight between 
consciousness, liberation and alterity on the one hand and suppression, repression and omnipotent 
beliefs in final truths on the other…” (Samuels, 2016, p. 4). In psychoanalysis, we have a sort of 
language to describe our unconscious, where “…(t)here is an interplay between language, social and 
political institutions, and phylogeny…” (Samuels, 2016, pp. 56). Political cartoons, which draw not 
only on the “…available cultural consciousness…” (Medhurst and Desousa, 1981, p. 219), but also 
on the collective unconsciousness, constitute excellent material for political psychoanalysis. To make 
symbols emerging from the unconscious “…available to the consciousness and without idealizing the 
image…” allows psychological processes to occur which may strengthen, enhance and ‘immunise’ 
individual and collective mind against the insanities of the time (Samuels, 2016, p. 62). 
 
Hence, one idea that we find attractive is that political cartoonists are using methodologies similar 
to those employed by some psychotherapists. A relevant concept in this regard is 
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countertransference. Whereas transference is the projection of “…problematic figures from the 
past…onto the person of the analyst…” (Samuels, 2016, p. 25), countertransference could be 
conceived of, broadly speaking, as the mental and emotional states experienced by analysts while 
they are working with a patient or client. For some, it is a powerful and necessary therapeutic tool 
to allow oneself to be influenced by the “…patients’ psychological emissions…” since “…[a]nalysis 
and therapy result from an interplay of subjectivities…” (Samuels, 2016, pp. 25-26; original 
emphasis). Applying this to the (democratic) practice of political cartoonists, what they might be 
doing is countertransferring the ‘emissions’ of reality and whatever is occupying the social psyche 
onto cartoons. While psychotherapists may be forbidden from communicating their perception of 
countertransference to the client, no such qualms inhibit the action of cartoonists: they go ahead 
and publish it. It is a sharing of the impossibly-objective/necessarily-subjective perception of 
political and social reality, with a celebration, rather than attempted amputation or concealment, of 
the analyst’s/cartoonist’s “…political neurosis…his or her unresolved conflicts and so forth…” 
(Samuels, 2016, pp. 31-33). 
 
This interpretation is quite in line with the themes Samuels develops in his book (albeit he mentions 
only one cartoon), such as of subjectivity having a “…monitoring function, scanning social and 
political reality, as well as having been fashioned by such realities…” (Samuels, 2016, p. 27), and of 
‘providing therapy for the world’. In this way, cartoonists “…participate in social transformation…on 
the basis of being analyst…” (Samuel, 2016, p. 33). Indeed, they may, like “...depth psychologists 
have acquired the power and legitimation to operate out of a feeling state, to ‘use’ feelings…” for 
therapy (Samuels, 2016, p. 32). In much of the work of Egyptian cartoonists, this feeling is a 
“…personal pain as a statement about social conditions…”, and perhaps it is a “...pain as a spur to 
analyze those conditions, and...as the motive force in changing those conditions…” (Samuels, 2016, 
p. 73). In this sense, Egyptian cartoonists are both analysts and activists. As some of the cartoons 
clearly convey, the pain is ultimately situated in the collective mind, or collective body, of the 
cherished group. The question of legitimacy bears heavy on the Egyptian mind, and if the cartoonists 
are at once informing us of how important ‘the law’ is and how completely irrelevant it is, well, there 
is precious little more we can comment upon – except to say that the pain is apparently and fleetingly 
transformed into its polar opposite: a silly kind of laughter. This is not necessarily a means to change, 
but it does have a meaning. Something changes, but what exactly has yet to be defined. 
 
Caricaturists are semiotic reconstructors and presenters par excellence. For whatever reasons, in 
being, their attention mechanisms are more acutely capable of sieving through the perceptual 
bombardment which is the lot of those who live in Egypt, and in distancing, they create meaning in 
cartoon, a medium unusually suited to people who appreciate a message scribbled out pictorially, 
succinctly. As cultural psychology helps us to understand and develop, caricature forms part of the 
“…transformation of culture in real-time by participants in the social discourse…” (Valsiner, 2007, p. 
36) and of the “…articulation between the personal/subjective and the public/political…” (Samuels, 
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